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EU vows ''full support'' for Ukraine: Borrell during visit

ЄС клянеться у «повній підтримці» України: Боррелл під час
візиту

Високий представник Європейського Союзу із закордонних справ та політики безпеки Ж.
Боррель утретє здійснив візит до України на запрошення міністра закордонних справ Д.
Кулеби, та вперше відвідав лінію розмежування в Луганській області. Під час візиту, Ж.

Боррель наголосив, що Європейський Союз залишається найбільш надійним партнером
України в ці критичні часи, та підтвердив, що ЄС продовжує підтримувати суверенітет

та територіальну цілісність України в контексті військового нарощування Росії вздовж
кордонів України.
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European Union foreign policy chief Josep Borrell vowed Wednesday that the bloc will fully support
Ukraine as he visited amid fears Moscow is planing to invade and ahead of United States-Russia talks
on the crisis.
The visit comes as the West tries to deter Moscow from launching an attack on its ex-Soviet neighbor,
which has battled pro-Kremlin separatists in two eastern regions bordering Russia since 2014.
"We are here first to reaffirm (the) European Union's full support to Ukraine's independence,
sovereignty and territorial integrity," Borrell told a press conference with Ukrainian Foreign Minister
Dmytro Kuleba.
"Any military aggression against Ukraine will have messy consequences and severe costs," he said in the
village of Stanytsya Luganska in the eastern Lugansk region.
"And we are coordinating with the U.S., with NATO and other like-minded partners in order to work
for de-escalation," he added.
Borrell's visit, which he said illuminated "destinies destroyed" and "families divided," was the first by an
EU foreign policy chief to eastern Ukraine since war broke out nearly eight years ago.
The timing was right, Borrell said, because "the geopolitical landscape is changing very quickly and the
conflict on the borders of Ukraine is on the verge of getting deeper."
Common goal to 'de-escalate' crisis
The deployment by Russia of tens of thousands of troops to the border has sparked fears in Kyiv
and among its Western allies of a wider war in Ukraine.
Kuleba said he was "glad" the EU foreign policy chief had a chance to visit the front line and "feel the
consequences of the conflict with his own eyes."
Ukraine and the EU had a common goal, he said, which is "to de-escalate the situation through
diplomatic means so Moscow reduces tensions and abandons its aggressive intentions."
"The European Union stands shoulder to shoulder with Ukraine in countering Russia's aggressive
policy," the Ukrainian foreign minister said.
The conflict in eastern Ukraine broke out shortly after Russia seized Crimea and has since claimed over
13,000 lives.
Kyiv and its Western allies accuse the Kremlin of fomenting the rebellion, a claim Moscow has
repeatedly denied.
Russian President Vladimir Putin denies planning to attack the neighboring country, saying the
troop movements are to defend Russia against an encroaching Western military.
Last month Moscow presented the West with sweeping security demands, saying NATO must not
admit new members, including Ukraine, and seeking to bar the U.S. from establishing new bases in
former Soviet republics.



No talks without EU, Ukraine
High-ranking officials from the U.S. and Russia are set to hold two days of talks in Geneva on the crisis
starting Sunday.
But Brussels fears it is being sidelined as Washington and Moscow discuss the balance of power in
Europe.
"The limitation of spheres of influence of two big powers" are no longer relevant, Borrell said
Wednesday.
"There is no security in Europe without security of Ukraine. And it is clear that any discussion on
European security must involve the EU and Ukraine."
U.S. President Joe Biden's administration has sought to assure European allies that it will act in concert
with them, dismissing suggestions that it could seek a Cold War-style agreement that affects Europe
without its participation.
Secretary of State Antony Blinken on Monday spoke jointly by telephone with the foreign ministers of
seven eastern EU member states.
The U.S. and its European partners have threatened to impose harsh economic sanctions if Russia
invades Ukraine.


